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ABSTRACT We propose underwater delay-tolerant routing via probabilistic spraying (UDTN-Prob), a
routing protocol for underwater delay-tolerant networks based on the store-and-forward paradigm. Our
protocol exploits limited statistical knowledge of the time between two subsequent contacts between pairs
of network nodes in order to filter the packets injected into the network, so that only those with a sufficiently
high chance of being delivered to their intended destination within a given deadline are actually transmitted.
In addition, the foreseen duration of a contact is estimated via a preliminary packet exchange, so that
the nodes get a fair share of the contact time to exchange their own data. The transmission is protected
against channel-induced packet losses via an automatic repeat query scheme modified to adapt itself to
typical underwater transmission times and to the variation of round-trip times induced by node mobility.
We simulate the protocol using the DESERT Underwater libraries, that make it possible to accurately
reproduce the nodes’ behavior and mobility patterns. Our results show that the proposed protocol achieves
significantly better performance than spray-and-wait, which is currently themost typical choice among store-
and-forward protocols. Moreover, we show that a two-hop statistical knowledge of the node contact process
yields marginally higher utility with respect to a simpler one-hop knowledge, which is also much easier to
collect or estimate.
INDEX TERMS Underwater networks, delay tolerant networking, simulation, WOSS, parameter
optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last three decades, underwater acoustic commu-
nications witnessed a significant development, mainly due
to the advancements in the design of underwater communi-
cation devices and of their corresponding networking pro-
tocols. As a consequence, a wide range of applications
may be supported in the future, including, e.g., oceano-
graphic expeditions, environmental monitoring, disaster pre-
vention, assisted navigation, as well as coastal patrol and
surveillance [1]–[4]. Different applications have different
characteristics, and may require different network archi-
tectures. For instance, routing protocols designed for con-
nected multi-hop networks are not suitable for networks of
mobile nodes experiencing intermittent connectivity. When
this is the case, the lack of a valid route from the packet
source to its intended destination must be taken into account,
and a Delay-Tolerant Networking (DTN) approach may
be preferable. In this paper, we propose a DTN routing
protocol for mobile networks of Autonomous Underwater
Vehicles (AUVs). Our target scenario assumes that the vehi-
cles operate over large areas, and thereby experience intermit-
tent connectivity and time-varying node-to-node propagation
delays. This applies, for instance, to such applications as
coastal patrol and surveillance [1], where we can envision a
fleet of AUVs autonomously patrolling an area of interest,
inspecting surface ships or underwater assets, and reporting
to a shore- or ship-based control center when a contact with
such center occurs. An important aspect of these scenarios
is that data delivery is time-constrained, and thus it must be
accomplished before a given deadline, after which the data
loses value and can be discarded.
The routing protocols which establish complete end-to-
end routes before data transmissions [5]–[8] are not suited
to DTNs due to the lack of connectivity; conversely, store-
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and-forward-based routing protocols are preferred. The lat-
ter approach prescribes that when a node receives a packet
from its own application layer or from another node, it will
store it until it gets an opportunity to forward it further
on to other node(s), hoping that the relays will be able
to forward the packet towards the destination. A common
practice observed across several store-and-forward based
routing protocols is to allow multiple copies of the same
packet to circulate in the network, in order to maximize the
chance of successful delivery. Such routing protocols are
further classified as replication-based, and typically result in
a higher chance that at least one packet replica is received
within the delivery deadline. However, they also impose a
higher replication overhead, which inconveniently wastes the
already limited acoustic bandwidth, and increases the overall
energy consumption of multiple nodes, which in turn may
reduce the network lifetime. Some routing protocols take a
different approach and do not replicate any packet. In this
case, the nodes store packets locally and selectively forward
them when opportunities arise. This kind of routing pro-
tocols are dubbed forwarding-based and tend to achieve a
higher efficiency (due to the lack of replication), but also a
lower packet delivery ratio, with respect to replication-based
approaches (due to the higher chance that a packet is not
delivered within its prescribed deadline). Ideally, a DTN rout-
ing protocol should be designed so that it will provide a high
packet delivery ratio (as in replication-based approaches)
with a limited overhead (as in forwarding-based approaches).
Both in replication-based and in forwarding-based protocols,
an important piece of information to be factored in routing
decisions is the time that elapses between subsequent contacts
among the same nodes. This is defined as the inter-contact
time, and has been shown to have exponential distribution in
a variety of practical cases [9]–[12]. Power-law distributions
have also been observed in scenarios where human mobility
is involved [13]–[15].
DTN protocols offer a number of advantages in several
underwater scenarios. Consider the case of large-scale sur-
veying, environmental monitoring and mapping over areas of
several square kilometers, or the patrolling of safe underwater
areas of similar extension. It is envisioned that such tasks will
be carried out by groups of AUVs that will collaboratively
execute parts of a common mission [16]–[18], while coor-
dinating, exchanging relevant data, and most importantly,
reporting periodically to a sink node. Some examples of these
applications with a single AUV can be found in [19]–[24].
Due to the energy constraints typical of AUVs, it is unlikely
that such devices will integrate bulky and energy-hungry
long-range modems: they will more likely resort to shorter-
range, lower-energy communications. In conjunction with
the small number of AUVs usually deployed, and owing to
their low movement speed (up to 4 m/s, most typically below
1 m/s), this determines a very erratically connected network.
A DTN protocol is therefore the only viable multihop com-
munication solution in such a scenario. If properly designed,
it can provide an effective data exchange scheme, whereby
packets can reach the sink with sufficiently high probabil-
ity, and without requiring an extra network node acting as
data mule.
The design of DTN routing protocols for underwater net-
works is subject to a different set of constraints than terres-
trial radio DTNs. Part of these constraints come from the
characteristics of the underwater acoustic channel, part from
the applications that build on top of the network connec-
tivity. Examples of underwater channel characteristics that
require special attention include i) a propagation speed on
the order of 1500 m/s; ii) typical communication ranges
from a few hundred meters to a few kilometers [25]–[28],
iii) transmissions largely prone to errors, especially when
operated over shallow-water acoustic channels [4], [29]; and
iv) a transmit power roughly 10 to 100 times larger than
idle listening power. The above features profoundly affect
communications, and thus have a broad impact on underwater
DTN protocol design. Items i) and ii) mean that typical
packet communications incur long propagation delays, com-
pared to the typical duration of packet transmissions: this
results in ineffective channel sensing mechanisms [30], and
in ineffective stop-and-wait automatic repeat query (ARQ)
procedures, as the time between the transmission of a packet
and the reception of its acknowledgment (ACK) would be
significantly long. The significant errors that typically affect
underwater transmissions (item iii)) together with items i)
and ii) require channel- and propagation delay-aware error
control schemes, which turn the long propagation delay from
a handicap into an opportunity tomultiplexmultiple transmis-
sions, beyond common stop-and-wait mechanisms. Finally,
item iv) demands that the DTN protocol keep the replication
overhead limited, as every transmitted packet would increase
the energy budget significantly. At the same time, there
should exist a lightweight mechanism to coordinate trans-
missions and thereby avoid wasting energy with contending
communications.
In this paper, we propose Underwater DTN with Proba-
bilistic spraying (UDTN-Prob), a replication-based routing
protocol for underwater DTNs which chooses which packets
should be transmitted based not just on the duration of the
contact between two nodes, but also on their chance to meet
the final destination of a packet (the sink) in the future.
More specifically, whenever an estimate of the sink meeting
probability is available, at least in the form of the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the inter-contact time between
a node and the sink, UDTN-Prob can exploit it to single out
the data packets with the greatest chance of being delivered
in time. These packets are given priority during the data
exchange that occurs upon a meeting. A distinctive result of
our work is that knowing the statistics of the inter-contact
time between any two nodes in the network only yields
marginally better utility. Therefore, the nodes only need
to store information about their own meeting statistics in
order to take relaying decisions. A binary spraying technique
is employed in this phase [31] in order to reduce packet
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replication, and therefore the amount of overhead injected
in the network.
A novel aspect of UDTN-Prob is that it seamlessly merges
the two-way data packet exchange between two nodes with
an error control scheme that employs time-division duplex-
ing (TDD) to leverage the long propagation delays (compared
to the packet duration) experienced in underwater acous-
tic channels, in line with the approaches presented in [32]
and [33]. Both probabilistic spraying and TDD-based error
control contribute to the successful replication of data packets
through multiple nodes, achieving a better chance of deliv-
ering packets within their prescribed deadline, compared to
a typical choice for store-and-forward DTN routing, namely
Spray-and-Wait [31]. UDTN-Prob is not restricted to a spe-
cific mobility pattern, and only requires rough statistical
knowledge about the node encounters.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we outline some previous works on DTN
routing protocols. We describe our proposed routing protocol
in Section III. In Section IV, we describe the simulation
scenarios and the results of our simulation campaign. Finally,
we draw some concluding remarks in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
As alreadymentioned in Section I, DTN routing protocols can
be generally classified as replication-based or forwarding-
based. Because the protocol presented in this paper is a
replication-based protocol, we are going to discuss some
relevant replication-based approaches for routing in terres-
trial or underwater DTNs. Epidemic routing [34] is one such
protocol, based on the massive replication of data packets
to each newly discovered contact that does not already own
a copy of the same packets. Therefore, similar to flooding,
epidemic routing is likely to achieve the best packet delivery
ratio among repetition-based approaches, albeit at the price
of a very large replication overhead.
Other routing protocols have been proposed which limit
the replication overhead. For instance, MaxProp [35] priori-
tizes the packets to be transmitted or dropped upon contact
with a peer based on a number of parameters, such as the
packet generation time, and the lists of previous encounters.
It incorporates a replication-limiting mechanism, but still
experiences a considerable overhead due to its flooding-based
nature. In Spray-And-Wait (SAW) [31], the replication of
each packet is restricted to a fixed number of copies. In the
vanilla version of SAW, only the packet source can replicate,
whereas the binary version allows intermediate relays to also
replicate packets: the maximum number of replicas allowed
is evenly split between the current and the next relay. A more
recent version [36] considers that overdue contacts are more
likely to happen in the future. Therefore, those nodes that
did not encounter the destination for a longer time become
preferred relays.
The Resource Allocation Protocol for Intentional DTN
(RAPID) [37] also limits replication by computing the utility
of the packets in a node’s buffer based on a global rout-
ing metric (such as the average delay or the number of
missed deadlines) and by replicating only packets with the
highest utility. Single replication is advocated in the
Prediction Assisted Single-copy Routing (PASR) proto-
col [38], which outperforms multi-copy routing in some
resource-constrained underwater network scenarios.
Node trajectories, when deterministically known, can be
leveraged to make optimal routing decisions. For example,
PROPHET [39] limits the replication of packets by forward-
ing replicas only to those neighbors that will meet the packet’s
destination in a short time. Similarly, Hay and Giaccone [40]
and Neglia et al. [41] suggest to compute optimal routes on
event-driven graphs, that convey the sequence of the contacts
over time and their duration.
In [42], two nodes in contact exchange packets if they
move orthogonally, which has a better chance to distribute
the packet to relays different than those encountered by either
node in the past. The concept above is extended in [43]
where nodes leverage the history of previous encounters
to predict the area where each packet’s destination node
is likely to be located, and replicate the packet to nodes
directed there. Zhu et al. [44] characterize vehicle mobil-
ity patterns via high-order Markov chains, and use them to
predict inter-contact times. Upon contact, packets are for-
warded only if the encountered node provides an opportunity
to reduce the delivery delay. The storage-friendly region-
based (RENA) protocol [45] relieve the need to store the
location history in order to predict future encounters by
selecting relays based only on the expected movement time
from the current region to the destination region. Similarly,
Yuan et al. [46] assume that a node moves around a limited
set of fixed landmarks, and that mobility behaviors can be
at least roughly predicted based on mobility history. The
resulting predict-and-relay (PER) protocol describesmobility
as transitions between landmarks and exploits the resulting
model to predict future contact times and choose relays.
Several approaches considered in the above works are
suited to terrestrial DTNs, but cannot be directly ported under
water. As explained in the introduction, underwater DTNs
have distinctive properties and constraints that require spe-
cific solutions. Instead, many routing protocols for under-
water DTNs [38], [47], [48] are designed in a way that is
fully or partly oblivious to the nature of underwater environ-
ments. Guo et al. [47] assign an application-dependent prior-
ity to packets. which depends on geographic considerations.
Therefore, all nodes should be aware of the sink position,
whereas our proposed protocol is independent of such con-
straints. The same issue applies to [48], that needs up-to-date
location information to make relaying decisions. DTNs for
underwater networks have been considered in the past [49],
[50], but mainly by showcasing the system-level interconnec-
tions between the IP protocol and store-and-forward mech-
anisms, without the design of a specific DTN protocol. The
policies presented in [12] also consider probabilistic forward-
ing, but do not consider transmission errors and operate on
a single packet at a time: as such they are not well suited
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TABLE 1. Summary of the notation employed in this paper.
to underwater scenarios. Similar arguments apply to the
more recent work in [51], which assumes infinite forwarding
bandwidth and storage, and requires a proactive distributed
mechanism to make optimal decisions. Delay-tolerant com-
munications are considered in [52], where the focus is on
designing an optimal trajectory for a mobile data-collecting
node. In contrast, we consider networks of fully mobile
data-exchanging entities.
In the present work, we make further steps towards a prac-
tical routing protocol for underwater DTNs. Our proposed
scheme, UDTN-Prob, estimates local movement patterns in
order to allocate the available meeting time to the trans-
missions of the nodes in contact. Then, only those packets
that show a sufficiently high chance of being received by
the destination in due time are actually transmitted. This
selection is performed based on statistical information about
the inter-contact times with the final destination that can be
collected on the fly. Negligible space is required to store such
information at the nodes. A selective-repeat ARQ (SR–ARQ)
scheme that takes explicit advantage of long propagation
delays is seamlessly integratedwith the protocol operations in
order to protect transmissions against losses induced by harsh
channels.
In the spirit of Spyropoulos et al. [31] and unlike [38],
we allow nodes to transmit multiple replicas of the same
packet, but choose which packet to replicate depending on the
statistics of the future contacts between the relay and the sink.
Unlike PROPHET [39], UDTN-Prob does not assume that
the trajectories of the nodes are periodical and fully known
a priori. Rather, we consider a random mobility model that
reproduces smooth 3D trajectories that would be typical of
mobile underwater vehicles as they carry out their mission
and react to events. In turn, only the statistics of the time to the
next contact with a given node are known, and UDTN-Prob
leverages on these statistics to decide which packets should
be transmitted. For the same reason, we cannot rely on the
trajectory orthogonality considerations of [42], but rather
decide to replicate packets based on the statistics of future
encounters. As a result, the information to be stored by the
nodes is very limited, making our approach more feasible
than HVR [43] in this respect.
III. UNDERWATER DELAY-TOLERANT NETWORK
ROUTING PROTOCOL WITH PROBABILISTIC
SPRAYING (UDTN-PROB)
In this section, we introduce the various design aspects of our
Underwater Delay-Tolerant Network routing protocol with
Probabilistic Spraying (UDTN-Prob) protocol. In the taxon-
omy of DTN protocols, UDTN-Prob is a store-and-forward
replication-based protocol. Unlike plain replication-based
protocols, UDTN-Prob leverages on the knowledge of
the statistics of the inter-contact time between network
nodes, where contacts start and end due to node mobil-
ity. We describe UDTN-Prob through the following three
subsections: the details on the statistics employed to pre-
dict inter-contact times are described in Section III-A; the
neighbor discovery and contact setup messages exchanged by
UDTN-Prob are detailed in Section III-B; the data exchange
phase is described in Section III-C, and some implementation
details in Section III-D conclude the description. As a clearer
reference for the employed notation, we include the key
variable names and meanings in Table 1.
A. PREDICTION OF ONE-HOP AND TWO-HOP
SINK θ-MEETING TIME
The overarching objective of UDTN is to allow the largest
possible fraction of the packets generated in the network
to reach the sink (which can be either static or mobile),
within their assigned delivery deadline. To do so, UDTN
relies on the measured statistics of the inter-contact time
between the nodes. Let tij be a random variable representing
the time elapsed since the last contact of nodes i and j,
and call Fij(t) the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of tij. The basic design of UDTN assumes that each node i
knows an estimate of FiS (t), where S denotes the destination
node (or sink). Assuming that meetings take place erratically
(which is typically the case in mobile underwater networks),
the knowledge of FiS (t) provides node i with a measure of
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the probability of meeting the sink within a certain amount of
time t . Such information can be collected in real time and
progressively refined as a given mission is carried out, or
otherwise pre-calculated by applying a communication link
model to expected movement trajectories, in order to under-
stand which nodes are within the coverage range of one
another at any given time. We remark that UDTN-Prob works
correctly regardless of the specific function FiS (t). What
matters to the protocol is the sink θ -meeting time, defined
as the quantile qθ = F−1iS (θ ), 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, where F−1iS (·) is
the inverse of the CDF FiS (t). Since by definition we have
FiS (qθ ) = P[t ≤ qθ ] = θ , the quantile qθ conveys the
maximum amount of time required for node i to meet the
sink with probability θ . Note that the θ -meeting time is a
non-decreasing function of θ . This derivation of θ -meeting
times through the CDF of the inter-meeting time between
a node and the sink is named one-hop sink θ -meeting time
prediction.
Let us now turn to a more general scenario by considering
that, in the presence of erratic contacts, it is not granted that
shortest paths are also the quickest, and actually in general
they are not. Therefore, being able to determine whether it
is more efficient to send a packet to the sink through more
than one intermediate hop may result in better packet delivery
ratio and shorter end-to-end delays. The drawback in this
case is that the amount of information required to perform
this prediction is much larger than in the previous case. In
particular, a generic node i needs to know not only the CDF
of the time until the next contact between itself and the sink,
but also the CDF of the time to the next contact with every
other node j 6= i, as well as (at least an estimate of) the CDF
of the remaining time, FjS (t).
For the moment, assume that this knowledge is available,
that the encounter processes are independent, and that each
process is uncorrelated over time. We consider the case in
which the packet reaches the sink in two hops, i.e., from
i to j and then from j to S. Call tijS = tij + tjS the time
when node j meets the sink after having met node i. The
CDF of tijS , i.e., the probability that this sequence of meet-
ings takes place in a time less than or equal to t , can be
computed as
FijS (t) =
∫ t
0
fij(y)FjS (t − y) dy, (1)
where fij(u) = dFij(u)/ du. Computing the quantile F−1ijS (θ ),
0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 represents a two-hop sink θ -meeting time
prediction.
We remark that a node i may not have access to the
functions FjS (t − y) in (1) for j 6= i, as such functions
relate to the inter-contact times between other nodes and
the sink. However, these functions can be exchanged and
updated over time upon contact between two nodes. In prac-
tice, a node i will store both F−1iS (θ ) and F
−1
ijS (θ ) ∀j in
tabulated form for a limited number of values of θ . This
way, upon contact with another node, i will be able to mea-
sure the shortest among the one-hop and the two-hop sink
meeting times, min
{
F−1iS (θ ),minj{F−1ijS (θ )}
}
, and communi-
cate it to the node as part of the messaging described in
Section III-B. In turn, the node in contact with i will be able
to discriminate which packets in its own buffer have a good
chance to be actually delivered within their deadline, if sent to
node i.
We conclude this subsection by noting that the two-hop
estimation technique above can be actually extended to any
number of hops. The obvious drawbacks are that the infor-
mation a node needs to know increases (basically all nodes
should know the inter-contact meeting statistics between
themselves and every other node, as well as between any other
two nodes); that (1) must be extended to multiple nested inte-
grals; and that keeping the statistics of the inter-meeting times
up to date may require a substantial amount of information
exchange upon contact, and therefore a significant waste of
bandwidth.1 However, we will show that extending beyond
one-hop θ -meeting time predictions is at best marginally
better and, in most cases, does not justify the additional
complexity.
B. UDTN-PROB MESSAGING FOR NEIGHBOR
DISCOVERY AND CONTACT SETUP
The messaging scheme of UDTN-Prob is illustrated in Fig. 1,
and comprises three phases:
1) Contact discovery through the transmission of
Beacon packets;
2) Analysis of contacts via the collection of Info packets
from any neighboring nodes;
3) Selection of a node and contact establishment via the
transmission of Response packets;
4) Error-controlled data transmission in turns, via a
TDD-based SR–ARQ scheme.
Wewill now illustrate the details of steps 1 to 3 in this section.
Step 4 will be detailed in Section III-C.
In order to discover contact opportunities, every node peri-
odically broadcasts Beacon packets. In fact, in a generic
DTN, the nodes may experience prolonged periods of iso-
lation, and therefore cannot communicate with any other
node until a contact occurs. After eachBeacon transmission,
the node waits for a given amount of time, predefined and
known to all nodes. If no answer is received within the
waiting period, i presumes that no node is located within its
transmission range and retransmits a new Beacon after a
random backoff.
If another node, say j, receives i’s Beacon message,
it replies with a corresponding Info message. This mes-
sage is used to convey the following information: the node’s
current position and velocity information (which allows the
Beacon sender to estimate the relative velocity of the nodes,
hence, the contact duration); the earliest deadline among all
packets in j’s buffer; a subsampled version of the distribu-
1In the special case where meeting times are deterministically known,
the approaches in [40] and [41] provide a framework to optimize the DTN.
In the present work, we focus on DTNs where only the statistics of the
inter-contact time and of the contact duration are known.
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FIGURE 1. Example of control and data packet exchange in UDTN-Prob (a) and of the ensuing error-controlled data
transmission. The communicating nodes i and j measure the round-trip time 2τij during UDTN-Prob’s contact
discovery sequence, and use this estimate to derive the timing of the time-division duplexed SR–ARQ exchange
(only the transmission from i to j is shown).
tion function of the inter-contact time between node j and
the destination (more implementation details are provided
in Section III-D).2 After sending the Info message, node j
waits for the respective Response packet for up to a
given maximum waiting time. If no Response message is
received within this time, j goes back to the idle state.
When i receives the Info packet from j, it estimates the
contact duration as follows. Call xi and xj the positions of
nodes i and j, respectively, and let vi and vj be their speed
vectors, whose magnitude is measured in m/s. Therefore,
the relative position of i and j is x(r)ij = xi − xj + ζx and
the relative velocity of those nodes is v(r)ij = vi − vj + ζv,
where ζx and ζv are random terms that represent the relative
position estimation and velocity estimation errors, respec-
2In the rare case both nodes i and j should send their own Beacon
almost at the same time, and the typically large propagation delays incurred
under water should allow both to receive each other’s Beacon correctly,
the corresponding tie is broken by having the node with the lowest ID wait
for Infomessages, while the other will transmit its own Info. In any event,
we remark that both nodes will be given a transmit opportunity once the
contact is established.
tively. Given that the trajectories of the nodes remain the
same or change negligibly within the short time required by
UDTN-Prob’s handshake, we assume that the average values
of x(r)ij and v
(r)
ij are the same for both nodes, and that the
random relative errors absorb possible discrepancies due to,
e.g., position or velocity estimation errors. The instantaneous
distance dij(t) at time t is found as
dij(t) =
∥∥x(r)ij + v(r)ij t∥∥
=
√∥∥v(r)ij ∥∥2 t2 + 2(x(r)ij · v(r)ij )t + ∥∥x(r)ij ∥∥2, (2)
where · denotes the inner product, and ‖a‖ is the 2-norm
of vector a. The approximate contact duration T cij can be
computed as the time required for the nodes to exit the
communication range of each other. The contact time fol-
lows by equating dij(t) to a nominal transmission range of
the underwater acoustic communication system, dTX. Here,
we compute dTX by assuming that the BPSK modulation
scheme is employed to transmit packets of length L and
the transmission power level is set such that the receiver
achieves a target packet error rate (PER), Ptgt. By assuming
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independent bit errors across a packet, we have
Ptgt = 1−
(
1− 0.5 erfc√γtgt/ψ)L , (3)
where γtgt is the corresponding target Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) at the receiver, and ψ is an SNR margin [53].
Inverting (3) yields
γtgt = ψ
(
erfc−1(2− 2(1− Ptgt )1/L)
)2
. (4)
Given the distance of the nodes, the carrier frequency of the
acoustic signals f , the transmit source level PTX and the noise
power in the communications bandwidth ν, we can derive the
SNR γij of a given transmission between nodes i and j via the
well-known link budget equations for an underwater acoustic
transmission [54]:
γij = PTX dij(t)
−ba(f )−dij(t)
ν
, (5)
where b is the spreading factor, a(f ) is the linear-scale Thorp
absorption coefficient computed for f in kHz, and ν is derived
from the power spectral density of the noise, computed using
standard equations such as those in [54]. The spreading factor
b describes the geometry of the propagation, but can also
be tuned to fit data obtained from experiments or from the
simulation of channel realizations [55]. In the following,
we will assume that b = 1.75 as in [55].
We define the transmission range dTX as the distancewhere
a receiver j receives a signal from transmitter i such that the
SNR of this signal is γij = γtgt. Therefore,
dTX = blog a(f )W
(
log a(f )
b
(
γtgtN
PTX
)−1/b)
, (6)
whereW(x) is the principal branch of the Lambert function,
x ≥ −e−1, defined as the unique solution of the equation
yey = x, y ≥ −1 [56]. By equating the instantaneous distance
in (2) to the transmission range in (6), we have
‖v(r)ij ‖2(T cij )2 + 2(x(r)ij · v(r)ij )T cij + ‖x(r)ij ‖2 = d2TX, (7)
which yields the approximate contact duration as
T cij =
−(x(r)ij · v(r)ij )
‖v(r)ij ‖2
+
√
(x(r)ij · v(r)ij )2 − ‖v(r)ij ‖2
(
‖x(r)ij ‖2 − d2TX
)
‖v(r)ij ‖2
. (8)
We recall that node i may receive several Info packets,
each from a different neighbor. The procedure for computing
T cij is therefore repeated for every Info packet (hence for
every node). The contacts that are estimated to be shorter
than a user-defined minimum threshold T cmin are discarded
right away.3 Among the remaining nodes, the neighbor with
3Here, we set T cmin = 2 TD+ 2 TA+ 21, where where TD and TA are the
transmission times of a data packet and of an ACK packet, and 1 is a guard
time that accounts for a short propagation delay among the nodes. This is the
minimum contact time that would allow both i and j to send a packet to each
other, and thus prevents that i and j start sending packets to one another when
there is not enough time to do so.
the highest estimated contact time, say node j, is chosen and
sent a Response message.4 If no nodes offer an estimated
contact time greater than or equal to T cmin, node i goes back to
the idle state and the Beacon-Info-Response signaling
restarts from the beginning.
To continue with the description of the protocol, assume
node i has chosen to make contact with node j. In the header
of its Response packet to j, node i includes its own share of
the contact duration, simply computed as Ts = ηT cij , implying
that jwill have an available time equal to (1−η)T cij to transmit
its own packets to node i. The factor η makes it possible to
implement priority policies. If there is no specific priority to
be accounted for in the communication between i and j, we set
η = 0.5. If j is a sink, then η = 1 as the sink transmits
nothing, and node i can employ the whole contact time to
transmit its own packets. Finally, the Response packet
from i to j incorporates the statistics of the inter-contact
time between i and the destination, which enables node j to
compute the sink θ -meeting times, and thereby decide on the
priority of the packets that should be relayed to i. We remark
that the Response is sent in unicast from i to j: therefore,
if the Response packet is lost due to communication issues,
node j times out and returns to the idle state.
When j receives the Response packet, it has all the
necessary information to obtain the same estimate of T cij
computed by i, as well as the share of this time that it
can use to transmit packets. Note that the reception of the
Response packet marks the first instant when both nodes
in contact become aware of the estimated contact duration.
Therefore, to make the packet transmission phase mecha-
nism robust against short contacts, we designed UDTN such
that the receiver of the Response packet (node j in this
example) is the first node to send data. On the contrary,
the Response sender (node i) could start data transmission
right after sending the Responsemessage. However, in this
case all contacts whose duration is shorter than a transmission
windowwould lead to a loss of data. Since the node encounter
process is stochastic, packets with a shorter deadline are taken
into account if the length of the contact time share assigned
to j so allows. Once the packets are selected, they are trans-
mitted using a time-division duplexed error-control scheme,
as discussed in Section III-C.5 Whenever a data packet is
transmitted, a binary spray technique [31] is applied: namely,
a node is allowed to transmit each packetm up to a maximum
number of times. When packet m is generated, this number is
set to a predefined value pTX1 (m) = pmax, where the subscript
4The only exception to this rule is when the sink is within range. In this
case, the sink always gets priority when establishing contact with a node,
however short.
5We note that the use of an error control scheme can lead to retrans-
missions, which in turn may potentially make a node exceed its share of
the contact duration. In this case, the node will drop the transmission of
the packets that would exceed its allotted time and keep them in the buffer
for later transmission. In any event, packets with a longer lifetime than the
computed sink θ-meeting time are transmitted first (and retransmitted if
required), therefore the packets dropped to avoid exceeding the transmission
deadline are typically low-priority.
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1 indicates that this limit applies to the first transmission.
Upon each packet transmission confirmed by a corresponding
acknowledgment (ACK) reception, this number is divided
between the transmitter and the receiver, namely pTX2 (m) =dpTX1 (m)/2e and pRX2 (m) = pTX1 (m)−pTX2 (m). Thismeans that
when pTX` (m) reaches a value of 1 for some `, the transmitting
node will hold the last copy of packetm for itself, and relay it
only to the sink, or drop it once its deadline expires. After the
packet transmissions performed by j are over (i.e., its share
of the contact time has expired), node i starts transmitting its
own packets according to the same procedure.
As a final detail, if a node has no packet to transmit,
it signals this fact to the receiver through a short Proxy
packet, so that the receiver can start its own transmissions
in advance. In addition, the last packet to be transmitted by a
node is always flagged. This makes it possible for the receiver
to start sending packets earlier. Note that both Proxy and
flagged data packets are protected from transmission errors
by the SR–ARQmechanism described in the next subsection,
like all data packets exchanged during the contact. When the
transmission and reception phases are over for both nodes,
they move back to the idle state and resume the periodic
transmission of Beacon packets after a random time.
C. ERROR-CONTROLLED DATA PACKET EXCHANGE
To make the best use of the erratic contacts that take place
in an underwater DTN, it is important to protect data packet
exchanges from transmission errors. Moreover, the error con-
trol mechanism should not imply long silence times, for
example as prescribed by the stop-and-wait ARQ scheme,
where the transmitter cannot send any new packets for one
full round-trip time (RTT), before it receives an ACK packet
from the receiver. It is specifically important to take these
aspects into account in underwater DTNs, where the network
area can be very large, the network could be composed of
just a few nodes, and contacts may be erratic and short due
to the movement speed of the mobile underwater vehicles. In
order to make the best use of these relatively rare contacts,
we employ a SR–ARQ scheme modified to leverage the
long propagation delays experienced in underwater acoustic
communications by interlacing packet transmissions andACK
receptions in a time-division duplexed (TDD) fashion, akin
to [32] and [33]. This technique enables a more efficient
utilization of the underwater channel, as data transmissions
and ACK receptions occur more closely, and therefore the
amount of time that the nodes remain in contact (estimated
via Eq. (8) as explained in Section III) is exploitedmore effec-
tively by transmitting a larger number of packets. By way of
contrast, stop-and-wait policies would not achieve the same
effectiveness, as they would require the transmitter to wait
for the reception of an ACK packet before sending a new
data packet. Themain idea behind our TDDSR–ARQ scheme
is to enable the transmission of multiple data packets without
waiting for ACKs to be received by the transmitter; at the
same time, data packet transmissions are spaced such that
ACK packets would be receivedwithin subsequent data packet
transmissions. This is made possible by estimating the RTT
from the UDTN handshake to tune the spacing among the
data and ACK packets, and by correcting the RTT estimation
for the worst-case mobility scenario. The latter occurs when
the transmitter and the receiver approach each other, which
reduces the guard intervals preserving the interlacing of data
and ACK packets. We note that the above mechanism is made
specifically possible by the significant propagation delays
experienced over underwater acoustic channels, as these
delays are most typically larger than the duration of a data
packet transmission. In the following, we include the main
characteristics of the error control scheme in order to keep
the presentation self-contained.
In line with Section III-B, call i a transmitter and j
its receiver. The main ingredient to implement a TDD
SR–ARQ scheme is to estimate the Round-Trip Time (RTT),
2τij between nodes i and j, where τij is the one-way propa-
gation delay between nodes i and j, defined as the time that
elapses from the end of a given transmission to the end of the
corresponding reception at the receiver.
Our SR–ARQ scheme bases the computation of its param-
eters on the RTT estimate 2τij that can be derived by both
nodes i and j based on the timing of the packets of UDTN’s
preliminary handshake. Specifically, with reference to Fig. 1a
that this time can be independently measured by both nodes
upon the establishment of a contact, where node i can already
take the estimate at the arrival of theInfo packet from node j,
whereas j needs to wait until the arrival of the Response
packet from i.
We remark that the estimation of τij through UDTN’s pre-
liminary handshake yields an instantaneous value, whichmay
change over time due to the movement of the nodes. In fact,
the DTN nodes’ mobility may yield unforeseen trajectory
changes, that bould both alter the effective interlacing of data
and ACK packets, and change the expected contact duration
computed in Section III-B. To make the protocol robust
to mobility, we assume that the nodes move towards each
other, i.e., that the RTT decreases progressively over time.
This is a conservative assumption, which prevents that guard
times reduce excessively and lead to collisions between data
packets and ACKs when two nodes move towards each other.
Specifically, assume that node i measured the propagation
delay towards node j at time t1. Upon later transmissions
between i and j, say at time t2, node i can adjust the propaga-
tion delay estimate. A worst-case strategy for node i to avoid
the unwanted reduction of guard times is to define a modified
propagation delay τ ′ij as
τ ′ij = τij −
NM (t2 − t1)vmax
c
, (9)
where vmax is the maximum velocity of a mobile node, c is
the speed of sound in the water (approximated to a fixed
value of 1500 m/s for this computation), and NM = 0 if the
sender and receiver are both static, NM = 1 if one of the
two moves (e.g., when a mobile node gets in contact with a
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fixed sink), or NM = 2 if both nodes i and j move. Eq. (9)
corresponds to taking the instantaneous estimate computed
from the UDTN-Prob handshake τij (see also Fig. 1) and by
subtracting the distance that the nodes i and jwould have cov-
ered between time epochs t1 and t2 when traveling towards
each other, assuming that NM of them actually move [1]. The
modified propagation delay estimate is then used to compute
the transmission window, defined as the maximum number of
packets that can be sent before any ACK is received:
M ′ij = min
{
MF , max
(
1,
⌊
k τ ′ij
TD + TA +1
⌋)}
, (10)
where TD and TA are the transmission time of a data packet
and of an ACK packet, respectively, 1 is a short guard time
allotted to every data/ACK exchange and MF ≥ 1 is a
user-defined upper bound to the window length, which is
also employed as a fallback in case UDTN fails to estimate
the contact duration for any reason. The value of MF can be
set in order to approach the performance of optimal TDD: a
value between 5 and 10 is typically a good choice [57]. The
factor 0 ≤ k ≤ 2 is a tunable parameter, which specifies
the fraction of τ ′ij to be considered in the computation ofM ′ij.
Namely, if k = 0, it can be observed from (10) that M ′ij = 1,
hence SR–ARQ falls back to a simple Stop-and-Wait (S&W)
ARQ scheme; conversely, for k = 2 the whole RTT will
be considered when computing the window size, and the
interleaving between data packets and ACKs will be tigthest.
When M ′ij ≥ 2, the time interval between subsequent data
transmissions is employed to receive ACKs. This is the case,
e.g., in Fig. 1b. CallW ′ij the length of the time interval between
subsequent data packets, where the prime denotes again that
the modified RTT estimate in (9) is employed to compute all
subsequent quantities. In order to maximize the separation
with both the preceding and the subsequent data packets,
ideally the ACK reception should be centered at W ′ij/2. With
this constraint, W ′ij is derived as:
W ′ij =
TA + 4τ ′ij − 2(M ′ij − 1)TD
2M ′ij − 1
. (11)
We remark that the setting in (11) interlaces data packet
transmissions and ACK receptions with maximum guard
times. This makes the timing still valid even if the actual
ACK reception is slightly anticipated or delayed, e.g., due to
small changes in the propagation delay induced by changes
in environmental conditions. Recall that the RTT estimate
will be updated by node i upon the reception of every ACK
corresponding to a previously transmitted data packet. This
makes it possible to keep the value of τ ′ij, M ′ij and W ′ij
up to date in face of RTT changes due to node mobility.
Therefore, the interleaving of data packets and ACKs is fre-
quently adapted to RTT changes. Once the window is known,
UDTN-Prob will transmit according to a standard SR–ARQ
technique, where nomore thanM ′ij packets will be transmitted
before an ACK is received. We remark that as is common for
FIGURE 2. State transition diagram for UDTN.
DTN protocols [58], ACKs are not forwarded at a global route
level, but only per link.
As per UDTN-Prob’s rules, nodes i and j need to abide by
the shares of T cij assigned to them. Other details have been
implemented to enforce this. For example, while the prelim-
inary contact establishment of UDTN-Prob already provides
a RTT estimate, the error-controlled transmission of a data
packet does not start unless there is enough time to receive the
corresponding ACK given the current estimate of the RTT. If
many retransmissions should occur, or if the transmitter and
the receiver accelerate out of range and thus make a contact
shorter than initially expected, the above conditionmeans that
some packets in the queue will not be sent. Rather, they would
be left for a future contact with another relay, if their deadline
does not expire before. Additionally, the packets transmitted
to the node currently in contact are flagged so that they are
not transmitted to the same node again, should the same two
nodes meet again before the packets’ deadline.
D. SUMMARY AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
To summarize the design of UDTN, we depict the state
transition diagram in Fig. 2, and provide further details of the
nodes’ behavior in the pseudocodes of Algorithms 1 and 2,
which refer to the case of a node initiating a connection and to
that of a node accepting a connection, respectively. For better
clarity, the TDD SR-ARQ data packet exchange discussed in
Section III-C is summarized as a single state.
The computation of the quantiles described in Section III-A
requires a node j to store the distribution of the inter-contact
time between itself and the sink, FkS (t). Additionally, for
two-hop θ -meeting time prediction, node j needs to know the
distribution of the inter-contact time between itself and any
other node, Fjk (t), as well as an estimate of the distribution
FkS (t) ∀k 6= j. We remark that node j’s own distributions can
be estimated and stored down to an arbitrary level of precision
using standard binning procedures. This also enables the
real-time update of the distribution when new data becomes
available, i.e., when a new meeting takes place between j and
another node or the sink. However, the distribution of the
inter-contact time between other nodes k and the sink needs
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Algorithm 1Behavior of a Node Initiating a Connection
Input: Current node n, current state cState
1 switch cState do
2 case Idle
3 if n is not a sink and has packets to transmit
then
4 Set BEACON transmission timer
5 if Timer expires then
6 Send BEACON packet
7 cState←WaitInfo
8 caseWaitInfo
9 Set INFO packet collection timer
10 while Timer not expired do
11 Collect INFO packets
12 foreach INFO packet received do
13 Update inter-contact time distribution
for INFO sender
14 cState← ResponseTX
15 case ResponseTX
16 Calculate contact duration for all INFO
transmitters
17 Choose node m yielding the highest contact
duration
18 Compute contact time share for n and m
19 Send RESPONSE packet to m, including
subsampled distribution of the inter-contact
time with the sink
20 case TDD SR-ARQ exchange
21 Compute transmission window M and inter-TX
time W
22 Perform TDD SR-ARQ DATA/ACK exchange
as DATA RX; if Node m sent last
packet or contact share of n starts then
23 Perform TDD SR-ARQ DATA/ACK
exchange as DATA TX;
24 if Last packet or end of contact share then
25 cState← Idle
to be communicated using Info packets. This requires some
level of compression in order to avoid excessive overhead.
To communicate such distributions, we employ a limited
set of values corresponding to the quantiles F−1jS (θ`), where
θ` ∈ 2, and the latter set contains predetermined meeting
probability values. In our implementation, we communicate
|2| = 20 quantiles of the distribution, for t` = F−1jS (θ`) and
2 = {θ` = 0.05`, 1 ≤ ` ≤ 20}. Given a meeting probability
threshold θ , the prediction of one-hop sink θ -meeting is then
performed by finding
t̂1(j) = min
θjS≥θ
F−1jS (θjS ). (12)
Algorithm 2 Behavior of a Node Accepting a
Connection
Input: Current node n, current state cState
1 switch cState do
2 case Idle
3 if BEACON packet received from node m then
4 Update inter-contact time distribution for
node m
5 cState← InfoTX
6 case InfoTX
7 Collect position estimate x and velocity
estimate v of n
8 Retrieve earliest deadline for all packets in
queue
9 Send INFO packet to node m with all above
information
10 cState←WaitResponse
11 caseWaitResponse
12 if RESPONSE received before timeout period
then
13 Read contact share and compute contact
duration
14 cState← TDD SR-ARQ exchange
15 else
16 cState← Idle
17 case TDD SR-ARQ exchange
18 Compute transmission window M and inter-TX
time W
19 Perform TDD SR-ARQ DATA/ACK exchange
as DATA TX
20 if Last packet or contact share of m starts then
21 Perform TDD SR-ARQ DATA/ACK
exchange as DATA RX;
22 if Last packet or end of contact share then
23 cState← Idle
Node j predicts its two-hop sink θ -meeting time by
computing:
t̂2(j) = min
θjk ,θkS
F−1jk (θjk )+ F−1kS (θkS )
s.t. θjkθkS ≥ θ. (13)
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section we evaluate the performance of UDTN-Prob
as a function of different network and protocol configura-
tion parameters using the DESERT Underwater simulation
framework [59], based on the well known network simu-
lator ns2 [60] and its MIRACLE extensions [61]. We start
by explaining the simulation scenario and default parameter
setting in Section IV-A; we proceed with several sets of sim-
ulation results in Section IV-B and conclude in Section IV-C
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FIGURE 3. Example of Gauss-Markov mobility pattern for two AUVs, with
self-correlation α = 0.8 (view from above). The circles and diamonds
correspond to the locations where each AUV randomly picks a new
velocity vector. Three examples of areas where meeting occurred are
contoured in blue.
by comparing the performance of UDTN when using both
one-hop and two-hop sink θ -meeting time predictions to
assign priorities to the packets to be transmitted.
A. SIMULATION SCENARIO AND METRICS
We consider a network with one fixed sink and either 5 or
10 mobile AUVs. The network is deployed over an area
of 9000 m × 5000 m, whose north-west corner is located
at coordinates (39.97◦N, 11.82◦E). The depth of the area
is in line with the geographical bathymetry in this region,
as retrieved from the GEBCO database [62]. The nodes com-
municate via a Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modu-
lation technique at a bit rate of 4800 bps using a central
frequency of 25 kHz and a bandwidth of 9 kHz. By setting
a source level of PTX = 150 dB re µPa relative to a
distance of 1 m from the source, this leads to an estimated
nominal transmission range dTX = 2000 m in (6). The size
of the Beacon packet is 10 Bytes, the Info, Response,
and data packets are 125 Bytes, whereas Proxy packets
(which notify that a node has no packets to transmit) and
ACK packets have a size of 10 Bytes. At the beginning of a
simulation run, all AUVs are deployed at random within the
area. After that, they start moving freely. Their trajectories
are simulated as random realizations of a three-dimensional
Gauss-Markov process with fixed self-correlation parameter
α = 0.8 [63]. As illustrated in Fig. 3, this leads to random yet
smooth trajectories, that reproduce sufficiently well the actual
trajectories that autonomous underwater vehicles may follow
during patrol, reconnaissance or survey missions. A sink is
placed at one side of the network.
The nodes are provided a preliminary estimate of the CDF
of the inter-contact time between themselves and all other
nodes. This estimate is obtained by simulating the movement
of the nodes off-line through a Gauss-Markov model with
the same self-correlation for a total period of six simulated
months.
Data packets are generated by each AUV according to a
Poisson process of rate λ, ranging from 0.12 to 3 packets per
minute per node. During a simulation run, the packet genera-
tion process is maintained active for 24 simulated hours and
the simulation is concluded 4 hours later. Simulation results
are finally averaged over 50 runs to keep the confidence
interval size within 5% of the displayed average values.
We focus on three protocol performance metrics: the
packet delivery ratio (PDR), the overhead ratio, and the end-
to-end delay. The PDR measures the fraction of packets
generated by the nodes and correctly received by the sink,
and is defined as
PDR =
∑N
i=1 Ri∑N
i=1 Gi
, (14)
where N is the number of nodes in the network, Gi is the
number of unique packets generated by node i during a given
simulation, and Ri is the number of unique packets correctly
received by the sink before the deadline.
The overhead ratio is defined as the average num-
ber of additional copies received by the sink per each
packet correctly received, and measures the efficiency of
replication-based protocols. It is defined as
OVH =
∑
j∈R Cj
|R| , (15)
where R is the set of all unique packets received by the sink
from all nodes, such that |R| = ∑Ni=1 Ri, and Cj is the
total number of copies received for packet j. Note that the
minimum value achievable by the OVH metric is 1, meaning
that the sink received exactly one copy for each unique packet
collected.
Finally, the end-to-end delay is defined as:
E2E =
∑
j∈R tj,R − tj,G
|R| , (16)
where tj,R is the time packet j ∈ R is received by the sink,
and tj,G is the time packet j was generated.
We compared the performance of UDTN-Prob against a
version of the SAWprotocol [31] and with the more advanced
SAW version described in [36], where the probability that a
node receives a copy of a packet increases if the encounter
between this node and the destination has been overdue
for a longer time. The latter has been dubbed ‘‘SAW-Age’’
in the graphs. We enhanced both versions of SAW with a
stop-and-wait ARQ error control technique. This makes the
comparison with UDTN more fair, given that UDTN also
compensates for channel errors through an ARQ scheme. The
comparison is detailed in the following section.
B. UDTN-PROB PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In the following performance evaluation we focus on three
main metrics, namely the packet delivery ratio (PDR),
the end-to-end delivery delay, and the overhead represented
by the excess replicas injected in the network. We analyze
these metrics as a function of network parameters such as
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FIGURE 4. PDR vs. packet generation rate per node for different network sizes. UDTN is able to keep the PDR relatively stable for all values of θ . The SAW
protocol, albeit enhanced with an ARQ scheme, achieves consistently worse performance.
the packet generation rate per node, the number of nodes and
their speed, as well as protocol-specific parameters such as
the threshold θ on the sink meeting probability.
We start by considering the PDR, defined as the fraction of
packets correctly received by the sink within their deadline,
as a function of the packet generation rate per node. We recall
that several events can lead to a failed end-to-end delivery,
such as repeated communication failures, a packet exceeding
the delivery deadline, or being still in the queue of some
node at the end of a simulation run. We plot the PDR for
different values of θ in Figs. 4a and 4b, for different numbers
of network nodes, namely 4 or 9 nodes plus 1 sink, for a
total of 5 and 10 nodes, respectively. The packet delivery ratio
achieved by SAW is also reported.
We first note that UDTN-Prob outperforms SAW in all
cases. Interestingly, when θ = 0, UDTN-Prob employs the
same transmission strategy as SAW, namely binary spraying,
but in addition i) it allows both nodes in contact to exchange
data packets by sharing the contact time, and ii) it employs an
efficient ARQ scheme to correct transmission errors. Despite
the initial handshake, which effectively invests part of the
contact duration to coordinate the nodes, the performance
improvement enabled by contact time sharing and ARQ is
significant, and can be observed by comparing the SAWPDR
curve against the UDTN-Prob PDR curve for θ = 0.
A value of θ > 0 corresponds to enabling the prediction of
inter-meeting times with the sink, and tends to make nodes
avoid the transmission of packets that are likely to exceed
their delivery deadline before the receiver meets the sink.
For this reason, the PDR decreases slightly until θ ≤ 0.5,
whereas a more substantial decrease is observed for θ = 0.75
and θ = 1. Note that this is expected, as from a statistical
point of view a node would meet the sink with very high
probability typically over long periods of time. In turn, this
means that a sender will avoid the transmission of all packets
whose deadline would expire before such time, and more
packets will be dropped for this reason.
By comparing Figs. 4a and 4b, we observe that the PDR
achieved by UDTN-Prob is higher than SAW’s for all values
of θ . In fact, with more nodes in the same network area,
the contact opportunities are more frequent, and the possibil-
ity to deliver packets to the sink correspondingly increases.
It is worth noting that this does not apply to SAW: the reason
is again that in SAW only one transmits to the other during
a contact, and moreover no choice over the packet to be
transmitted is performed as a function of the packet dead-
line. Despite SAW-Age being an advancement over SAW,
its working assumption that overdue contact are more likely
does not always yield better performance in practice. Due
to the rules of SAW-Age, if the source of a packet has not
met the destination for a long time interval, its probability to
meet the destination is estimated to be higher than that of any
encountered node. In turn, the source will stop forwarding
packets to encountered nodes. For high values of the packet
generation rate, this means that most packets will be held by
their generating node until this node meets the sink. However,
the encounter with the sink is also limited in time, and the
node typically has no time to forward its packets. For the
highest packet generation rates, this tends to reduce the packet
delivery ratio to very low values, which become worse than
the PDR achieved by the normal version of SAW in some
cases. Because of the limited performance of SAW, in the
remainder of this section we will focus mostly on the effect
of UDTN-Prob parameters on the PDR and end-to-end delay
achieved by the protocol.
Figs. 5 and 6 show, respectively, the PDR and the over-
head (defined as the ratio between the number of additional
replicas received by the sink to the number of unique packets
received) as a function of θ , for different values of the number
of nodes and of the packet generation rate per node. As a
general observation, lower values of θ lead to a higher PDR,
because the nodes tend to exchange more packets upon con-
tact. As a consequence, the overhead is also quite high, and
more so for a greater number of nodes in the network and
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FIGURE 5. PDR vs. θ for different values of the packet generation rate and
the number of nodes. In all cases, the preferred values of θ range
between 0 and 0.5.
for a higher packet generation rate per node, as confirmed
by Fig. 6. The curves in Fig. 5 confirm that the PDR does
not decrease substantially, as long as θ ≤ 0.5. A more
pronounced decrease is observed in the case of a 10-node
network, but in any event the decrease is still limited. In this
range of values of θ , the overhead decreases as well. The
decrease is more apparent in denser networks with higher
packet generation rates. From this evaluation, we conclude
that setting θ in the range from 0.4 to 0.6 achieves a good
tradeoff between PDR and overhead. The exact value that
should be set remains a design choice, and depends on
the requirements of the application to be supported by the
network.
As in terrestrial radio networks, in underwater DTNs the
movement speed of the nodes also affects the frequency of
contact occurrence and the statistics of the contact duration.
In particular, the speed of the nodes is normally low with
respect to the areas covered by typical missions, and as a
result contacts tend to occur more rarely. If the AUVs can
afford a higher movement speed, contacts may be shorter
but occur more frequently, and the performance of a DTN
protocol is expected to improve. This is confirmed by Fig. 7,
where we show the PDR vs. θ for a node speed of 2 and
4 m/s in a network of 5 nodes. We observe that a higher
node speed yields an increase of the PDR: this increase takes
place for all values of the packet generation rate λ, and is
larger for higher values of θ . This is because more frequent
contacts increase the probability that the sink is met within a
sufficiently short time: as a consequence, UDTN-Prob allows
the nodes to exchange more packets per contact event.
The length of the inter-contact time is a key parame-
ter for UDTN-Prob, and is leveraged already during the
handshake phase in order to select the relay that yields the
longest contact time. This option makes it possible for two
nodes to exchange packets over a more stable connection.
To show that this choice yields better performance than typ-
ical alternatives, in Fig. 9 we compare the PDR performance
of UDTN-Prob against λ under the relay selection policy
FIGURE 6. Overhead vs. θ for different values of the packet generation
rate and the number of nodes. Increasing θ constrains the nodes to relay
packet only if the relay has increasingly better changes to meet the sink,
thus reducing the replication overhead.
FIGURE 7. PDR vs. θ for different values of the packet generation rate and
the node speed. A higher speed promotes more frequent contacts, which
in turn improves the PDR for higher values of θ .
described in Section III-B (whereby contact is established
by sending a Response packet to the node providing the
longest contact time among those that sent the Info mes-
sage) and under a different policy where the Response is
sent to the node that yields the shortest expected time to meet
the sink for a given value of the sink meeting probability θ .
From Fig. 9 we observe that our policy always yields better
PDR values. This is the case both for θ = 0.25 (black crosses
vs. red circles) and for θ = 0.5 (orange stars vs. green
diamonds). This confirms that a relay providing an earlier
sink meeting time may be associated with a short contact,
which in turn would reduce the capability of the nodes to
transfer data packets.
Another design choice of UDTN-Prob is to employ the
conservative estimate τ ′ij in (9) instead of the actual esti-
mate τij measured from the initial UDTN-Prob exchange,
as schematically shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 10 shows the PDR
against λ for the standard UDTN-Prob design (conser-
vative τ ′ij estimate, black crosses) against the use of the
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FIGURE 8. PDR vs. MF for different values of θ and of the packet
generation rate. An exceedingly low value of MF forces shorter packet
exchanges, and tends to reduce the PDR as a result of the less efficient
use of the contact time.
FIGURE 9. PDR vs. λ for different contact node selection policies.
Selecting the node yielding the longest contact time leads to a higher PDR
than choosing based on the earliest expected sink meeting time.
non-corrected τij estimate of the round-trip time (red circles).
As in Fig 9, we show both cases of θ = 0.25 and θ = 0.5.
Our conservative approach offers up to about 14% better PDR
with respect to the direct use of τij.
The last result we show in this set refers to the use of a fixed
window sizeMF , an option discussed in Section III to operate
UDTN-Prob in those cases where the contact time estimation
fails for any reason. Fig. 8 shows the PDR vs. MF for dif-
ferent values of the packet generation rate and of the number
of nodes. We remark that the actual transmit window used
during a contact is computed as in Eq. (10). We observe
that forcing the window size to an unnecessarily low value
(e.g.,MF ≤ 4) adversely affects the PDR, as it limits the num-
ber of packets exchanged per contact. Should the nodes be
still within each other’s transmission range when the packet
exchange finishes, they would have to perform a fresh hand-
shake in order to transmit additional packets, wasting time
that could be otherwise used to transmit data. Conversely,
FIGURE 10. PDR vs. λ achieved by setting the timing of the TDD SR–ARQ
packet exchange according to the conservative estimate of τ ′ij from (9)
(red crosses). Note that the black and orange curves are the same as
in Fig. 9.
FIGURE 11. End-to-end delay vs. θ in a network of 5 and 10 nodes. Larger
values of θ imply that only the packets with a longer time-to-live are
delivered: the delay decreases as a result. The delay of both SAW versions
is significantly higher.
a sufficiently high value (e.g., MF ≥ 5) exploits the contact
time more. This distributes more packets to different nodes,
and ultimately achieves a higher PDR.
In the context of DTN protocols, it is also of interest to
evaluate the end-to-end delivery delay performance, defined
as the time that elapses from when a packet is generated by
a node to when it is delivered to the sink for the first time.
Fig. 11 shows how such delay varies with θ in networks
of 5 and 10 nodes. Increasing θ makes senders give the high-
est priority to newer packets, which have a longer residual
lifetime: as a result, the average delivery delay decreases.
We also observe that the presence of 10 nodes and the more
frequent contacts that take place tend to increase the average
delay: this is an expected consequence of the high PDR
obtained in the presence of 10 nodes (see also Fig. 4b).
By way of contrast, the delay achieved by the two versions
of SAW considered in Fig. 4 is at between 2.5 and 20 times
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FIGURE 12. End-to-end delay vs. θ for different node speeds in a network
of 5 nodes. A higher movement speed provides more frequent contacts
and decreases the delivery delay.
FIGURE 13. PDR vs. θ in a network of 10 nodes for different values of the
packet generation rate. Two-hop sink θ-meeting time prediction offers
negligible improvement over one-hop prediction.
higher, showing that UDTN achieves a more effective redis-
tribution of the packets upon the occurrence of contacts. For a
higher node speed of 4 m/s, Fig. 12 shows that the end-to-end
delivery delay becomes lower, especially for θ > 0.5.
C. ONE- AND TWO-HOP SINK MEETING PREDICTION
All the results discussed so far have been obtained by employ-
ing one-hop sink θ -meeting time predictions (see Section III)
to decide on the priority of the packets to be transmitted.
In this last section, we discuss a comparison between the
one-hop and the two-hop sink meeting prediction schemes.
Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 respectively show the PDR and the
overhead achieved by UDTN-Prob via either scheme in a net-
work of 10 nodes and for different values of the packet gener-
ation rate. The two-hop technique provides only a marginally
higher PDR. This improvement is due to the prediction of
meetings with the sink through two intermediate hops, which
generally results in a shorter end-to-end inter-meeting time,
FIGURE 14. Overhead vs. θ in a network of 10 nodes for different values
of the packet generation rate. Two-hop sink θ-meeting time prediction
requires higher overhead.
and in the exchange of packets whose residual time-to-live
is also short. This effect is observed especially for values
of θ approaching 1, which limit transmissions substantially
when the one-hop prediction technique is used. The direct
consequence of the higher PDR is an increase of the overhead,
as seen in Fig. 14. In fact, the better effectiveness of the
two-hop technique comes at the price of a larger amount
of information that needs to be stored as well as exchanged
by the nodes upon contact. Therefore, given the small PDR
improvement offered by the two-hop prediction technique
with respect to the one-hop technique, we argue that extend-
ing beyond one-hop θ -meeting time predictions is at best
marginally better. Considering the additional complexity of
the two-hop prediction scheme, we conclude that the one-hop
technique is adequate to achieve good performance in under-
water DTNs.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a replication-based routing protocol named
Underwater Delay-Tolerant Networking with Probabilistic
spraying (UDTN-Prob). The protocol estimates the contact
duration based on information exchanged when two nodes
meet, and decides on the order of priority of the packets to be
transmitted based on the time required by the relay tomeet the
sink in the future with a prescribed probability. The statistics
of future meeting times are inferred initially from synthetic
mobility models that well approximate the behavior of actual
nodes, and are updated as the network runs. This allows to
make the best use of the infrequent contacts among the nodes.
Through the knowledge of the statistics of inter-contact times
with the sink, the nodes can transmit only those packets that
have a sufficiently high chance of being delivered to the
sink before their time-to-live expires. The actual exchange
of data packets is error controlled through a selective repeat
ARQ scheme that interleaves data packet transmissions and
ACK reception using time division duplexing. We show that
UDTN-Prob achieves satisfactory PDR and limited overhead
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in the presence of different packet generation rates and node
speed, and outperforms the well known Spray-and Wait rout-
ing protocol.
We consider also the more complex case where the statis-
tics of the inter-meeting times between any other node and the
sink are known to the nodes. This allows the nodes to make
two-hop sink meeting time predictions, which marginally
improves the PDR, but implies higher overhead. Therefore,
as a byproduct of our work, we conclude that two-hop sink
meeting time predictions are not worth the additional effort
required to collect the statistics of node meetings for the
whole network and to keep them up to date.
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